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SUMMARY

INFORMATION CONCERNIHG STUDY

The objoct in this study is to supply some of the information
required in setting up standards for the dimensions of parts of the
house that are used mainiy by women. These standards are of use
in the design of houses built for rent or sale as well as those
planned for owner occupancy, and in the dimensioning of com-
mercial cabinets, sinks, chairs, and other articles of equipment.

Body measurements and preferred activity heights of 312
Oregon and 250 Washington women were recorded and studied.
Of the 562 women cooperating in the study, 57.3 per cent lived on
farms or in villages of less than 2,500 population. Those whose
chief occupation was keeping house for their own families con-
stituted 79.7 per cent of the entire group. These full-tinie home-
makers averaged 21 years in housekeeping experience and their
households averaged 3.5 persons. This group is representative of
homemakers in Oregon and Washington with respect to factors
associated with variations in dimensions of space units of a dwel-
ling that are suited to the physical requirements of homemakers.

CONCLUSION S

The average homemaker, judging from the results of this
study, prefers a sink set so that its floor is 324 inches from the
floor of the room. When the sink is set at a height of 324 inches.
however, the counters lever with the sink rim are too high to be
ideal for mixing and beating. Hence a work surface lower than
the sink rim should be planned. The best height for this surface is
32 inches.

The sink should be shallow. The counters on a level with the
rim of a shallow sink are more useful as work tables than arc those
of deep sinks, and sitting at the shallow sink is more comfortable.

The rim of the front of the sink should be as narrow as con-
struction requirements permit so that a. much of the sink bowl as
possible comes within reach of the worker. The depth of reach
from outer edge to points of finger tips when the average worker
stands upright with arms stretched forward is only 12 inches.



SU MMARYCo ulinued

The thickness of a table top and tie construction beneath it
is limited by the distance between the top of the thighs and the
upper-forearm. This measure is 34 inches for the average home-
maker.

A built-in ironing board should be set so that its top is 324
inches from the floor.

The cutting-table height preferred by the average cooperator
was 35 inches. The preferred sewing-table height for use while
seated was 24 inches.

The optimum height for a kitchen planning desk is 25 inches.
This height allows 2 inches for the table top and construction
below it.

Seating arrangements for the kitchen should include a chair
that permits the occupant's feet to rest on the floor with no pres-
sure under the knees, and a stool or chair with footrest for work
at the sink. It should b possible to adjust t!½e height of the iron-
ing board to permit the worker to use either the chair or the stool.

The sink stool should be adjustable as to height to permit the
worker easily to change hcr position. it should be possible to
adjust the height of the footrest to correspond to that of the seat.

The average cooperator chose a sink height 3.5 inches higher
than that of her sink at home. Home equipment is more often too
low than too high for rolling pastry, but the reverse is true for
beating. For the average homemaker the usual dining table is too
low for use as a cutting table by about 5 inches.

The majority of cooperators would be well served by equip-
ment planned for the average cooperator. in the case of the
height of the sink, three-fourths of the preferred heights vary
from the average by not more than 14 inches.



Plate I. VAIUOUS ACTIVTIa Tears ANS Bosy it{CssrjtiescEwTs.

The subject was given utensils and directed to continue the activity (rolling,
beating, Ironing, dishwashitig, and cut lirig), uitii sh could decide t;oon the most coin-
fortable height (1-5). Toe-roost seas detercntneci by nieasuring the pat of the loot (6)
which extended over the chalk lines shown in (I). Pictures (7, 8, and 9) show oteihod
of taking measures lot height of thighs over seat, height of under.forearrri, and breadth
of tit gli s, reslect ivel y.
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Units of the Dwe11ing*
By

MAUD WiLsolit, EVELYN H. Rosesis, RUTH TRAYEO

PURPOSE OF STUDY
'7'HE object in the study described in this publication s to supply some
I ol the information required in ettirig up standards for the dimensions

of the parts of the house that are used mainly by women.
Designers of kitchen cabinets and other articles of household equip-

ment have been handicapped by lack of information concerning the require-
ments of the majority of homemakers. Housekeepers used to protest that
sinks were placed too low; now it is not uncommon to find that they are
too high. What is the sink height that will suit the largest proportion of
homemakers, and how large is this proportion? if the sink is placed at the
right height, are counters level with its upper edge convenient for use as
work tables? These and many other points of similar nature must be
decided before proposed space standards for dwellings are acceptable to
homemakers.

Ior the benefit of most householders it is important that houses be
built for average, rather than individual requirements. Thc usc of the
data on the requirements of the average woman would help the designers
of commercial cabinets and houses built (or rent or sale to dimension
their Products with confidence and precision. It would benefit housing
consumers by increasing the chances that a homemaker will he able to buy
or rent a house that is dimensioned to suit her. The data are of potential
value also to architects in planning houses for owner occupancy and to
manufacturers of equipment made in different sizes or adjustable in height.

The study was undertakeii cooperatively by investigators at the Ore-
gon and Washington. Agricultural Experiment Stations. In Washington
the study is one of a series dealing ith economy nd efficiency in the
utilization of time and money in household operation. in Oregon the study
is a part of a larger one dealing with housng requirements from the stand-
point of family needs.

SCOPE OF STUDY AND METHODS USED
The following paragraphs give a description of the data collected and

a synopsis of the procedure followed in obtaining it.
I. An analysis was made of the uses of houses and their equipment to

determine what parts should be dimensioned primarily for the convenience
ol women. This analysis formed the bases of selection for the dimensions
included in this study.

A more coniptete report ci ihd tsvestgaiion witti the same iite s available by inter-
tibrary Ira,, oi row ih authors.
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included in the study were measurements required for:

(I) Optimum heights of kitchen sink and work tables, worker stand'
in g.

Optimum height of ironing board, worker standing.
Optimum height of sewing table, worker standing.
Maximum heights of shelves, knobs, hooks, and closet rod where

used mainly by women.
Minimum width (front to back) of work table,
Minimum toe space at base of cabinet.

(7) Maxrnum height of drawer from floor.
Minimum distance between upper and lower cabinets,
Height of kitchen planning desk, table, and ironing board, used

by worker while seated.
(ID) Maximum distance between top of table or desk and bottom of

apron" (strip of wood below top).
Optimum height and vdth of stool for use at sink.
Optimum height and width of chair.
Maximum height of base of lower pane of window permitting

worker to see her own yard while standing and while seated.

It was decided to base decisions concerning heights of working
surfaces on the choices of cooperators. Conceivably all might be calcu-
lated from body measures, but it seemed to be a more direct mode of pro-
cedure to find out what women want in the way of working heights, con'
ditioned as they are by habit, State of health, and other factors.

Consideration was given to the postures required in doing kitchen
work, ironing, and sewing. Representative processes were selected for the
tests. These included: washing dishes with pan in bottom of sink, beating
with a rotary beater, rolling with a rolling pin, ironing a garment, and
cutting out a sleeve using a paper pattern (Plate I).

Based on observations made of postures that the worker assumes in
performing the tasks chosen for th tests, body measurements were
selected for which correlalions were thought tO have possible significance.
These included measures taken when standing and when sitting. Measures
taken when standing included: height of top of head, of eyes, of shoulder,
of elbow, of wrist, of thumb, of fingertip, of under part of forearm
(elbow at right angle), and of hip. Measures taken when sitting included:
height of top of head, height of under part of forearm, height of thigh
above seat of chair, distance from floor to point under knee, length of
thigh, and breadth across thighs. Other measurements included: breadth
at shoulders, at elbows (bent at right angles), and at hips; distance to
thumb tip with one hand and with both hands upstretched; distance to
fingertips when arms are stretched forward at beight chosen by cooperator
for rolling; length and thickness of foot at point where it was extended
forward from the line tnarking the front edge of the kitchen cabinet (Plate
II).

Certain other data were selected for recording that were thought to
have possible value in explaining variations in activity measures chosen by
cooperators. These included size of family and years of housekeeping
experience, weight, use of glasses at work, and heights of working surfaces
now used at home.
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S. Articles of equipment were selected for the use of cooperators when
deciding upon activity heights. These inc1uded pans, beater, rolling pin,
flatiron, and scissors; a device for increasing and decreasing the height of
the work table; arid measuring apparatus.

6. Measurements were made in Oregon and Washington, with fre-
quent comparisons of methods of procedure.

Objectives in summarizing and analyzing the data were to show the
statistical patternaverages and degree of dispersionfor each pre-
ferred height and for each dimension calculated from body measures; to
consider for specific measures the factors related to variations among co-
operators; to make specific recommendations concerning the dimensions
of various parts of the house and its equipment; and to show the percent-
ag-c of thc cooperators in this study for whom requirements would be met
by each recommendation.

Xxamination was made of the literature dealing with body measure-
ments, posture standards, and selected working heights. Building speci-
ftcatioris were also examined for standards used by architects. The most
pertinent references are mentioned in the following discussion.

COOPERATORS 1N THE STUDY

In the selection of cooperators the aim was to secure a representative
sample with respect to height-weight, years of homemaking experience,
and location of home, whether urban or rural. All women selected were
white, spoke English, arid belonged to the middle-income class. Data were
obtained for 312 Oregon and 250 Washington women.

Of the total group 57.3 per cent were from rural homes. Homemaking
was the full-time occupation of 80 per cent of the cooperators. The other
cooperators were clubhouse cooks teachers, and students. Families ranged
from one to nine. More homes of two, three, and four members were in-
cludcd in this sttrdy than exist in the population at large. The 1930 census
figures for average size of families were 325 for Oregon and 3.32 for Wash-
ington (7). The averages for 312 Oregon and 230 Washington households
were 3.38 and 3.66 respectively.

Body measni-ernents for the 562 cooperators are given in Table I. The
averages for the two states are similar, indicating close correspondence in
selection of cooperators and in tecliniquc of measurement. The average
cooperator was 65.2 inches tall. If three extreme cases arc omitted, the
range in stature is from 59.0 tO 71.6 inches, or a difference of 12.6. Simi-
larly wrist heights range from 30 to 37 inches, with an average of 33.1
inches.

In contrast the average for stature of college women as reported by
Diehi (3) was 63.7 inches, The difference of 1.5 inches may be explained
by the fact that the Oregon-Washington women were measured in their
working shoes. In weight the latter group are 23 pounds heavier tR'an the
college girls. in Figure 1, tje data for the cooperators as to standing
height and weight are compared with data on 210 women of "Old Amen-
can" stock as reported by Hrdlicka (5). The two groups are similar as to
distribution of stature, when allowance is made for the fact that the women
in this study were measured in shoes whereas the others were without.



Considerable difference in weight is noted. A group more nearly coinpar-
able in age with the cooperators of this study is reported by foyer and
Gray (2). They averaged 136 pounds in weight which is eight pounds less
than the average cooperator, but average heights are nearly identical when
correction for shoes is made.

Figure 1. Comparison fn stature and weight of Or on.Washingtoct cooperatorS with
ol Old American stock as reported by Hrdlicka (5). ihe fctrmer group were

iuiiy clothed; the laner were mearured ct a minimum of clothing acid withOut shoes.
The Iwo groups are similar in height distribution, the horisonlal differences bemg the
added height of the choc heel. Thcre is also niarked similarity in the weight-distimbu-
lion curves, with a hOrizOntal difference of ten to twenty pounds.
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Some architectural speciflcation for store-counter heights, door widths
and heights, etc., are based on the measurements of the average male
figure (4). This average man is approximately four inches taller, at least
two inches taller at the shoulder, and has Sri arm four inches longer than
the corresponding measures of the average cooperator of this study. Some-
timds advertising pamphlets on kitchen design, stoves, and other equip-
ment, recommend heights for kitchen equipment apparently designed for
men, as the values are identical with those architectural specifications for
commercial installations where male help is used.

Table I. Bosy LASUi1EMSTS Di' COOPERATORS

Averages at certain body measurements &t 312 Oregon ansi 250 Wauhingron cooperators
w,th range of values.

REPRESENTATIVE CHARACTER OF GROUP STUDIED

The data on the 562 wOmen were analyzed by various statistical mctti-
ods. The group appear to be representative of the homemakers of the
Pacific Northwest. Distributions of the cooperators with respect to various
body measures approximate the normal curve (Figure 2). Averages of
groups of 50 cooperators check very closely, indicating either or both that
the methods used gave uniform results or that further sampling was un-
necessary. Average body measures are similar to those resulting from other
investigations.

HEIGHTS FOR WORKING SURFACES
Average heights

The average height specified by cooperators for dshwashing was 32.3
inches. This may be considered the average height for the bottom of the
sink as more of the time spent at the sink is given to dishwashing than to
any oilier single task.

Average heights for rolling and beating were 33.7 and 31.6 inches
respectively. The average height for ironing, 32.6 inches, is practically

Average br cooperators

Range of
. valuesMeasure Oregon Waslnngtoi All

Pa inda Pound.i Panids Pounds
Veight 42 145 144 95-242

2 nd, i's Inches Inc/u's 1,,ches
Di.gtancc to f/oar, subject

sta,id,n
Top ot head 65.1 63.2 65.2
Eve 61,0 61.2 61.1 54.0-69.0
Shoulder 13.6 54.0 53.13 47.5-60.3
Elbnmv 41.7 42.0 419 36.7-47.7
\Vrst 33.2 32.9 33.1 26.8-37.3
Thumb 28.6 28.4 20.5 24.5-32.5
Fingertip 26.S 26.0 26.3 22.0-31.5

Duia,,cc 10 sent subject sit'g
Top of head 33.8 33.0 33.5 29.O-40.0

Dsin,zce to floor, subject
tnq I

Under lsoee 16.7 17.3 17.0 I 13.0-15.1



that of the bottom of the sink (32.3). The preferred height for cutting is
higher than those for other processes, 35.4iucltes (Table 2).

Equipment used in the tests for rolling, beating, and ironing brought
the hands of the worker 1.8, 11.0, and 5.0 inches froth the table respectively.
That is, the hands of the average coopCrator were 3S5 inché from the
floor when rolling, 42.6 when beating, and 37.6 inches when ironing, when
these activities were performed on surfaces of average preferred heights.

It is evident that working surfaces on a level with the itk rim are
too high for mixing processes when the sink is installed at a height con
venient for d[shwashing. and that the dining table is a poor makeshift for
a cutting table so far as height is concerned.

Figure 2. No ntatcy of four frequency distributions of standing height, sitdng heigh wris
henght, and preterred dishwsshung height. These values were plotted to shew the
regularity ot the distributions, whether body measurements or preferred heights, as a
method oi evaluating the data obmained,

.I!..__
A11111

18t -..r.AIli
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The explanation of the differences in preferred heights may be found
in a considcraton of the postures required by the processes. The lowest
selected surface is that for beating, a process which requires the operator
to exert considerable pressure to hold the beater stable, but which does
not require reaching. Nex.t in order are dishwashing and ironing, for
which it is important to be able to assume an upright posture because the
position of the worker is maintained For comparatively long periods. For
rolling, a still higher surface is preferred because the arms are stretched
forward. As cutting involves reaching as far as the arm can be extended.
this activity is carried on at the highest level.

Table 2. AVC1SAOE PRKFERRaYI H,csves

Number ot cooperators making each test, and average prelerred height chosen by Oregon
arid Washington cooperatorr for the working suviacs used in rollrtg with a 'oIling pin, beat.
ing with a r'OtSry beater, washing dishes, and cutting out garments using a paper pattern.

Activity

Number of
cooperators
making test

26.0 inches and less than 27.0 inches. Subse9ueit groups similarly de6nd.

Average
preierred height

Variation in preferred heights
The data includerl in Table 3 suggest that the majority of cooperators

wou'd be well served by working surfaces designed for the average. Two-
thirds of those making the rolling tests chose heights of at least 32 inches
but less than 35 inches; ttyo-thirds chose beating heights between 30 and
33 inches; and three-fourths chose dishwashing and ironing heights between
31 and 34 inches. Preferences as to cutting heights vary more than do
those for other measures, but more thati half of those making the test
chose heights falling between 34 and 37 inches.

Table 3. VARIrrro,J its Priereasen Hercjrrs
Cooperator-s classlied with respect to heights prelerred for rolling with a rolling pin, beating
with a rotary beater, washing dish, ironing, arid Cutting OUt garments using a paper
past em.

Number of cooperator-s choosing heights for speci6ed activity

Height Rolling Bearing Dishwasliin, Ironing Cutnng

Per Pcy Per Per Per
cent ce rsS (errS (Pill tenS

26 inches 1 0.2
27 Inches 5 Ii
28 inches 11 2.3 2 0.4
29 inches 1 0.2 lB 3-8 18 3.2 6 1.2
30 inchc 7 1.2 86 18.1 43 7.6 33 6.9
31 inches 38 6.2 133 28.0 102 12.2 81 17.1 6 1.7
32 inches 80 14.2 104 21.9 170 30.2 133 28.0 17 4.7
33 inches 167 29.7 70 14.7 t48 26.3 135 28.4 57 5.7
34 inches 140 24.9 33 7.0 59 10.5 57 12.0 65 18.0
35 inches 76 13.5 9 1.9 13 2.3 20 4.2 66 18.2
36 itches 34 6.1 3 0.6 6 1.1 9 1.9 68 18.8
37 indies 9 1.6 1 0.2 40 11.1
38 inches 7 1.2 1 0.2 1 0.2 1 0.2 25 6.9
39 inches 1 0.2 . 11 3.0
40 inches 1 0.2 - 4 1.1
41 indies 1 0.2 2 0.5
42 inches ........... ...
43 inches I ,,, 1 0.3
44

Totals 562 100.0 475

inches ............................................
lOLO 562 100.0 475 100.0 362 00.0

iol1ing 562 33.7
Beating..... 475 31.6
Dishwashinig 562 32.3
Ironing 475 32.6
Cnrring 362 35.4



A graphic representation of the character of the relationship between
preferred working-surfacc heights and body measures is given in Figure
3. This graph shows the tendency of short women to select relatively high
working surfaces and of tall women to select relatively low ones.

Figure 3. Dillerences between average preFerred activity heights and average wris heights
(based on column six of Table Fl). There is a niarked tendency for the shertee women
to select working levels higher than their wrist heights (points on th left ol the 32-
inch vei tcal fine) and for the taller women to select levels lower than their wrist
heghts (points on right of 34-inch vertical line). Cooperators selecning worcieg heights
fairly close to averages had vrist heights within a plus or minus one inch o) these pvc-
fecred levels (central portico of gure).
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Suggestions by borne economists concerning methods of determining
working-surface heights often assume a relationship between a specific
body measure, as stature and the most comfortable height for a kitchen
sink or work table. To test the usefulness of rules of this type, the coopera-
tors with similar wriyt heights, 32.0 ttnd less than 33.0, were cIasified with
respect to their preferred heights for rolling, heating, dishwashing, ironing,

Figure 4. Comparison of treqrttncy dsiribittions for preferred activity heights with their
corresponding home ineasuces (Tables 14 and 23). Ironing heights found in homes
agreed nosr closely with treterred heights possibv because of he adjustability o(
ironing beards. The greatest difference is in the piir oI curves be the dishsyashing
height the preference Indicating levels 3 to 4 inches higher than those in actual use-
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and cutting. It was found that the range for this limited group was only
slightly less than for the entire group of cooperators, indicating that in a
considerable percentage of cases working-surface heights derived from
body measures could not be expected to coincide with preferred heights.

A possible explanation of the range in preferred working heights lies
in differences in age arid experience, with their concomitants in posture,
thickness of body, habit of work, and use of bifocals. An analysis was made
to note whether or lot older women tend to choose sink heights that are
lower Or higher, compared with their standing heights, than do younger
women. It was found that two-thirds of the older women had selected
dishwashirig heights that were relatively high. It would appear that sinks
in houses or apartments to be used mainly by older women should be
placed slightly higher than for the average woman.

Equipment in homes of cooperators

n making the dishwashing test in the laboratory, more than 90 per
cent chose sink heights greater than those at home. Less than ten per cent
of the cooperators selected dishwashing heights within one inch of the sink
heights in their homes.

It is not surprising to find that differences are less marked between
the chosen heights and heights of the home equipment used for rolling,
beating, and ironing, than between the preferred dishwasliing height and
that of the home sink, because the housekeeper has more freedom iii adjust-
ing the heights of the former to Suit her needs. Almost one-fourth of the
women reporting on this point had a place to roll out pastry that was
within an inch of the height considered ideal for the purpose, and almost
one-third had a work surface for beating that came within that range.
Home equipment is more often too low than too high for rolling, but the
reverse is true for beating.

Cooperators are better equipped for ironing than for any other of the
tasks, so far as height of surface is concerned. Almost 40 per cent reported
ironing boards within art inch of the preferred height (Table 4).

Upper and lower limits for working-suxface heights

The comparison of preferred heights with home equipment given in
Table 4 leads to the question of tipper and lower limits which the house-
keeper will "tolerate." In the study recorded in Table 5 each.cooperator
was instructed to determine the greatest and the least height at which she
thought she could work without muscle strain. Ironing was not included
because of tile close correlation of preferred heights and home equipment.
Nor was beating included, because the homemaker can easily carry her bowl
to the surface in the kitchen that is most nearly satisfactory.

Tire determination of upper and lower limits is of significance in
relation to the selection of a house to rent. Obviously the most important
consideration is that of the height of the sink because the range of toler-
ance is not great for this working height and because dishwashiug is a
process that is not readily transferred to another surface.

The data in Table 5 emphasize the desirability of installing the work-
ing surfaces of a house built to sell or rent at the heights required by the
average homemaker. Ninety-two per cent of the cooperators taking the
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tokrance test could use a rolling height of 33.5 inches, 82 per cent a dtsh-
washing height of 32.5 inches, and 97 per cent a cutting height of 35.5
inches, rneasut'ts which approximate those selected as optimum by the
average cooperator in this study (Table 1).

Table 4. DtFFERCNCE BCTSVECN Hoxte AND PREEERREO }IEictlTs

Dist ributtion of cooperators in respect to difference between preierred height and height of
home equipment: (a) rolling, and pastry board, (b) beating, and work table, (c) dishwash.
fog, and bottom of sink, (d) ironing, and ironing board.

Percentage of cooperators classitSed as
to difference

Pre' Upper Lower Upper Lower
__] fcrred limit limit limo limit

I r I[nche Inches Inche,r Jnrke Inches

Pea' ccitt Per cent Per Cent Per cent
Suisce:

Preferred height greater than

Table 5. LIMiTS lie HEnOniT SUIT-ED TO TuE IIJDiVIDUAL

Upper limit, lcuss'er limit, and ciptiriium working-surface height preferred by clected cooper-
aims for rolling with a rolling pin, washing dishes, and cutting out garments; and propor.
tion of selected cooperators for svhom average height for all cooperators would be suitable.

Choice of pltcted cooperators

Proportion of
selected coopers.
mrs whose upper
limit was more
and lower limit

le&s than average
preferred height

of all cuopera'orc

Difirroce in inches between preferred
height and height of equipment

at hme
a. Rolling,
and pastry

hoard

b. Beating,
and work

table

c. Dish.
washing,

and bottom
, of a

Pr,- cent

0.7

d. Ironing,
and

ironing
I board

Pvc/erred h'Jt greater by-
9-11 inches

Per Cent Per Cent Per cent

7- 9 inches - 8.0
5- 7 inches 2.8 1.1 19.2 0.4
3- 5 inches 17.4 3.7 32.4 4.5

- 3 inches 31.0 20.4 28.9 24.5
0- 1 inch 6.3 10.4 3.5 12,3

Preferro height caine vs hoiuie
c'auipineist
Difference zero 9.8 11.2 3.8 15.2

Preferred height lesser by-
0-I inch............................................... 7.7 8.2 2.1 10.4
1-3 inches 16.8 21.6 1.4 30.1
3 .5 inchos 4.2 15.6 2.6
5-? jnrhes. 1.0 7,)
7-9 inches.. 0.7

Per cent
Rolling 89 I 34.2 37.7 31.7 3.5 2.5 92.1
Disliiva.shing .. 09 32.3 33.4 30.5 1.1 1.6 81.8
Cutting ........., 97 36.2 37.8 32.1 1.6 4.1 96.6

Average prefened height for all cooperators (Table 1) Rolling 33.7 inches
D'shwashing .. 32,3 inches
Cutting 35.4 inches

howe equipment 57.5 35.6 92.7 4t.7
Pveferred height less than

home equipment .................... 32.7 53.2 3.5 43.1
Difference none, or less than 1 inch 23.8 29.8 9.4 37,9

N urn.
her
of

Diflerence -

between average
preferred height

coepen' Average height and limitS
Activity ators -- -
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Comparison with results of Iowa study

Average heights of working surfaces chosen by cooperators in this
study were shown to be similar to those for Iowa State College women
(6) when allowance is made for the tendency of older women to choose
relatively high surfaces.

Application to design of equipment

There are three points of application of the results of this study to
the design of kitchen cabinets; namely, the determination of heights for
stock cabinets and those installed in houses built for rent or sale, the
desirable range in heights of commercial units, and the development of

procedure for determining optimum heights for cabinets suited to an
individual woman.

STOCL< xrTcuEN cAluNaTs. Judging from requirements of cooperators in
this study, the sink height suited to the needs of the average homemaker
is 32.5 inches. Optimum heights for rolling and beating are 33.5 and 31.5
inches respectively.

These averages indicate the desirability of a working surface for mix-
ing operations that is lower than the upper sink rim. A good height for this
lower surface is 32 inches, which is only half an inch hiçher than the
optimum height for beating, It is about an inch lowcr than the average
preferred height for rolling, allowing for a pastry board placed on top of
the working surface, but this is well within the upper and lower limits for
rolling noted in Table 5.

If it is not feasible to include in the kitchen ensemble a cabinet having
its working surface below that of the sink rim, a sliding pastry board
should be incorporated in the cabinet at a height of 33.5 inches. It should
be so well braced that it can be used without removal from its slot. It is
also desirable in this situation to use a shallow sink. If the sink in an
ensemble of this type is five or more inches deer, possibly the best com-
promIse is to set it so that the bottom of the sink (inside) is 31 inches from
the floor.

It is desirable that the front edge of the sink should be as narrow as
construction requirements permit. If the rim of the sink at the front is 3
inches or more in width, however, the sink should be set somewhat higher
than the standard (32.5 inches) because the worker must hold her arms at
an angle from her body that is greater than is the case where the rim of the
sink is narrow.

CARINETS OESIGNED FOR INDIVIDUALS. Kitchen ensembles in houses planned
for owner occupancy are often made up of commercial units. A pedestal
sink giving a choice of two heights, 31 and 34 inches, 96 per cent of the
time would come within one and one-half inches of the height preferred by
the individual ('fable 3). A sink giving choice of three heights-3D, 32, and
34 incheswould make it possible 96 per cent of the time to purchase a
sink of a height that varies not more than an inch from that preferred by
the individual.

For maximum usefulne a kitchen-cabinet unit intended for a food-
preparation (mixing) table should come in 30'inch and 33-inch heights i
made in two sizes, and in 3D-inch, 32-inch, and 34-inch heights if made in
three sizes.
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Arty formula for determining a height of a working surface that s
based on body measures may be expected to give answers that for a certain
proportion of homemakers fail to approximate preferred heights. There
is a possibility that a working height arrived at by formula might be more
satisfactory through a long period of use than one that is the result of a
few minutes' consideration in a test. Granted that the measure chosen by
the homemaker is really her optimum height, however, it appears that the
best procedure for a woman who wants working-surface heights built to
suit her is to wash dishes, and to do other common tasks, using tables of
varying heights until she can decide which one is best for each process.
This can be done in her own home, but it isrnore satisfactory if she can
do it with laboratory equipment such as was provided for the cooperators
in. this study. This equipment could be installed at little expense in home-
demonstration centers and by home-service departments of stores, public
utilities, and newspapers, and these agencies would be rendering a valu
able service to the prospective home builder in providing a place where
the homemaker might try various levels.

In these tests it is desirable for the homemaker to determine upper
and lower limits as well as most suitable heights, and to modify her opti-
mum measures in the direction of the average. Most homes are for sale,
sooner or later, and obviously salability is increased by consideration of
the needs of the majority of families.

The palm test, upon which reliance has been placed in so many recom-
niendations of home economists, is probably more satisfactory than a rule
fOr determining heights from bndy measures, as in this test the hands are
brought forward into working position It may be that when allowance is
made for the variation among the tasks of the homemakers in the distance
of the hands from the table, the palm test is as satisfactory as those in
which the homemaker goes through the motions of the process. The com-
parison of working-surface heights derived by these two methods will con-
stitute the subject of a later inquiry,

IROtING BOARD. A portable board not adjustable in height will come within
an inch of meeting the requirements of 98 per cent of the cooperators if
made in three heights, 30, 32, and 34 inches (Table 3). These heights are
also desirable for built-in boards adjustable for height, where possible
adjustments are limited to three. A non-adjustable built-in board in a house
for rent or sale may be set at 32.5 inches.

CUTTIiG TA1SLL. A height of 35.5 inches is the most useful one for a cutting
table, judging from the results of this study. In a house wher working
surfaces have been planned for the average woman, the homemaker is less
likely to be suited by the cutting table than by the kitchen cabinets and
sink (Table 3).

DIMENSIONS BASED ON HEIGHT OF REACH
Dimensions included

The height ni reach with one hand was measured to the thumb tip.
By eperinientation it was determined that at this point an object could
be grasped between thumb and fingers.

In a cabinet with no set-back, shelves for articles that can be grasped
with one hand at the front of the shelf, as books and packaged cereals,



may be on a level with the thumb tip when one arm is upstretched. If It
5 necessary to use both hands, however, or to grasp the object at a point

above the edge of the shelf, or to reach into the space, the height of reach
taken to the wrist Is a better measure for maximum height.

Knobs, latches etc., may be placed at the height of the thumb tip with
one arm upstretched, unless one must reach over a cabinet. A closet rod
may be 2 inches higher than the height of the thumb tip, assuming a rod
not over 2 inches thick arid a garment hanger of the type now commonly
used.

Height of reach Averages and variations
For the 562 women who cooperated in this study, the height of reach

with one arm when measured to thumb tip varied from 69 inches to 96
inches with an average of 79.6 inches, 94 per cent of the cases lying between
73 and 85 inches. Height of reach measured to the wrist varied from 65 to
90 inches, with an average of 75.5 inches. Variations in reach are shown
in Table 6.

Table 6. VAItIATION iie Hgicwr or REACH

Distribution of 562 cooperators in respect to distance from floor to thumb tip arid to wrist
when one arm is upeiretehed, and of 200 cooperators in respect to shoulder height plus arm
length to thumb tip.
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Cooerators with specited height of reach

Percei I age,
measu!Lng tO

's'rtsl

Per ccii!
'0.5
0.4
0.0
1.6
2.7
4.2
6.1
9.1

11.0
12,4
10.7
14.1
9.8
6.2
3.9
2.9
1.2
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.4

0.2

Ctonti'
1,itve

per cent
100.8

99.5
99,!
98,2
96.6
93.t
69.7
83.6 I

74.3
63.5
51.1
40.4
26.3
16.5
10.3
6.4
3.5
2.3
1.4

0.2

63.0 inches aed less than 66.0 inches, Subsequent groups similarly defined.

Percentage of 200
cooperators with
specified shoulder
plus arm length to

thumb np

Per cent

0.5

I .0
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.0

12.0
10 0
10.5
8.5

II .5
8.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
2.5
1.13

1 .5

o is.
lance

l'urn
her, Num-

nieasur. her, I

ing to measur-Percentage,
thumb Sng to treast1rin to

tip wrist thurtib till

inches.
66 inches..
67 inches..

cc ccitt

Cnntu-
!iilivc

flee cent

68 inches.. .9
69 inches.. 15 0.2 100.0
70 inches.. 3 24 0. S 99.8
71 inches.. 34 0.2 99.1
72 inches.. S 51 1.4 99.1
73 in ches.. 16 62 2.9 97.7
74 inches.. 13 70 23 94.9
75 inches.. 28 60 5.0 92.6
76 inches.. 37 79 6.6 87.6
77 inches.. SI 55 9.1 81.0
78 61 35 10.9 71.9
79 in ches.. 70 22 12.4 61.0
80 inches.. 56 16 10.0 48.6
St inches.. 74 13.2 38.6
82 inchei.. 40 8.7 25.4
83 inches.. 30 2 6.9 16.7
84 tncht.. 22 3 3.9
gs iitchei, 2 2.0

9.8
5.9

86 inc he s..
87 incheS.. 6 liit 3,9

2.5
88 inc1ts.. 2 0:3 1.4
89 incheS.. 0.2 1.1
90 nches. 4 1 0.7 0.9
9! inches..
92 inches..
93 i,i ch es.,
94 inches..
95 mcli es..
96 iriche.. ::: o:j o

Totals.. 562 562 I 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Figura S. DIlerencs in masimurn height of reach where there is no set-back irs the ace 01
thc cabinet, and where thert are set-backs of 12 and 24 inches. Ifôdy nteasurs, iriclud-
tog angle at ii-hich arm is held. ate averages oi 200 coopetators selected t randoiri.
It wa s.ssurned that the slant of the aLert would ecu-sin the sante, the body being bent
at the hip. The maxusluun height oI reach is 3 inches less over a 12-inch and 10 inches
less over a 24.untlu setback titan on a vertical hoc.



Usually it is possible to assign light-weight, easily grasped articles to
the highest shelf in a storage cabinet. Occasionally it is desirable to store
on a high shelf articles (such as piles of plates) for the removal of which
both hands must be used. To determine the height of shelf that is suitable
for such storage, height of reach with both arms upstretched was measured.
This measure is less than height of reach with one arm upstretched, oc-
casionally by as much as 1.5 inches but more often by an inch or less.

Height of reach over obstruction.
In arriving at the maximum height of shelves, knobs, etc., it is neces-

sary to note whether the worker must reach over an obstruction or not.
A kitchen work counter is not usually more than 24 inches wide. The
storage cabinet above it is usually not more than 12 inches.

Figure 5 shows the difference in height of reach with one hand when
the body is not bent at the hip, and when bent over counters 12 inches and
24 inches wide. The body measures used are the averages for 200 cooper-
ators selected at random. The figure shows that the slant of the arm when
upetretched is approximately ten degrees from the perpendicular. 'When
this slant is maintained and the body is bent forward at the hips until the
thumb tip touches the face of a cabinet 12 inches back of the first position,
the height of the thumb tip is approximately 3 inches less than that of the
original measure, In reaching over a 24-inch cabinet the difference is
approximately 10 inches.

Application to design
Si'ocic CASINETS ANO HOUSES OUJLT FOR }IENT OR SALE. Table 7 lists the

specific measures that may be estimated from the data on height of reach
of homemakers, the heights for each that would be most useful in planning

Table 7. DisseNsloNe Si'teo Ott HEIGUT or Rescts

Mautmtjtn distances tritt floor ol shell surfaces, knobs, etc., rsti,naied from height of
reach of coope---

Height giuen it lower limit when cooperators arc classiSed by onie.trtch differeoces.
Assume that both hands will be needed io grasp objects, also that they may need to be

grasped at a point above edge f shelf. TI-its measure cans ls be used for shelves
intended for objects likely to be placed behind one another, such as goblets.

S 1<niobs and latches for upper ctbittct,c switches and controls for lights, fans, veritllators
window locks; ltook.

Item

St gested height

Suited tO 61/ Suited itt SO Suited to 99
per cent of pet cent ot per cent of

cooperators cooperators cooperators

Incites Inchei
She(t'e.e for ftoohc, )i)tt-wtri0ht n/ ctt silt, or

packaged groceries
No obstruction 79 71' 72
12.tnclt obtructton

fSltrlvrs for stacles of lotes, ,OIti4ies,
hats, or hcddin,j

76

I

74

No obstruction 74 72 67
l2.inch obstruction 71 69 64

4Kttbs, efc.
No obstruction 79 77 72
12-melt obstructio,i 75 74 69
24-inch obttruction 69 67 62

Closet roil -
I SI 79 74
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a house for sale or rent, and the proportion of cooperators in this study
that would be suited by each height. These values should be reduced some-
what if used in planning dwellings to be occupied mainly by elderly women.

HOUSeS PLANNEO FOR 0WNIR OCCUPANCY. In designing a house for an indi-
vidual family, a simple procedure for determining approximate maximum
heights for the convenience of the homemaker is to obtain her height of
reach with one arm itpstretched and her distance from wriSt to thumb tip,
and to use these measures as the basis for dimensions as the average height
of reach was used in Table 7. Following is a summary of this procedure:

Shelves for books, light-weight utensils, or packaged groceries.
No obstructionHeight of shelf is height of reach measured to

thumb tip.
12-inch obstructionHeight of shelf is height of reach measured

to thumb tip, minus 3 inches.
Shelves for stacks of plates, glasses cans, bedding, or hats.

No obstructionHeight of shelf is height of reach measured to
wrist.

12-inch obstructionHeight of shelf is height of reach to wrist,
minus 3 Lnches.

Knobs, latches, controk.
No obstructionHeight i that of measure of height of reach to

thumb tip.
12-inch obstructionHeight is that of height of reach to thumb

tip, minus 3 inches.
24-inch obstructionHeight is that of height of reach to thumb

tip, minus 10 inches.
Closet rod

No obstructionHeight of rod is that of height of reach to
thumb tip, plus 2 inches.

DIMENSIONS BASED ON EYE LEVEL
Dimensions included

Dimensions based on the eye level of the homemaker include:
Maximum height of drawer or shelf requiring vision.
Minimum distance between upper and lower parts of kitchen

cabinet.
Maximum height of base of kitchen window to afford view of

inunedate foreground.
In utilizing the height of the eye as the basis for determining these

dimensions it is necessary to make allowance for posture and ditance to
obstruction. The worker will direct her vision downward when she is
examining the contents of a drawer, working at a cabinet, or watching
children at play in the yard. She will probably be able to stand close to a
chest of drawers, but may be separated from a window by the width of a
cabinet. She may want a view of the yard as she sits at work at a table in
the kitchen or dining room, as well as from the sink.

Height of eyes from floor: Averages and variations
The distance of the eye level from the floor for the 562 cooperators

in this study averaged 61.1 inches. Tlii measure varied from 54 inches to



25.0 i.iches and less than 26.0 inches. Subsequent groups siniilarly deSned.

Application to design

Tn Table 10 there are given dimensions derived from the measure for
height of eyes from floor and the proportions of cooperators in this study
that would be suited by each dimension.

Tn estimating the maximum height of a shelf that is visible its entire
width, it was assumed that the eye height might be raised an inch by

69 inches but 72 per cent of the cooperators were included in a range of
59.0 inches to 63.9 inches. Seventy per cent measured 60 inches or more
(Table 8).

Table 5. COOPERATORS CLAssinED sVtTx Respscr TO HKiiir OP Eves P505! FLOOR, MEASURCD
WEEX Sistecoiec.

54.0 inches and less than 55.0 inches. Subsequent groups similarly deSned.

The eye level at Sitting height averaged 29.4 inches for all cooperators
in the study. For 200 selected cooperators this measure varied from 25 to
35 inches, but 72 per cent were included in a range of 28.0 to 30.9 inches.
Sixtyeight per cent measured 29 inches or more (Table 9).

Table 9. COOPERATORS CLassiplet Wine REsPEcT TO HETORIT op Eves PROM FLOOR MEASURED
wnE)j SITTING.

Height
I

Nurnhec of cooperator

Pr cent
Cunsti lative

per cent
54 tnches 1 0.2 100.0
53 inches 6 1.1 99.8
56 inches 12 2.1 987
37 inches 22 3.9 56.6
56 inches 53 9.4 92.7
59 inches 72 12.8 63.3
60 inches 92 16.4 70.3
61 LnCI1CA 90 16.0 54.1
62 inches 86 53 38.1
63 inches 64 11.4 22.6
64 jnches 34 6.1 11.4
65 inches 15 2.6 5.3
66 inches 11 2.0 2.7
67 inches 3 0.5 0.7
66 inches
69 inches 1 0.2 0.2

Total 562 100.0

T4eght Nunibes ol cooperators

Per Cg,tt
Cumslotie

per cent
25 inches I 1 0.5 100.0
26 inches 6 4.0 99.5
27 inches 16 9.0 95.5
28 inches 37 18.5 86.5
29 ichs 62 31.0 66.0
30 inches 45 22.5 37,0
31 inches 22 11.0 14.5
32 inches 5 2.5 3.3
33 etches 1 0.5 1.13
34 inches
35 inches .............................................................................. I 0.5 0.5

Total
j

280 00.0
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Table 10. HnrcIrTs on E0ursrsrcr W}tSttE VrsrarLnTv IS A FACTOR. ESI1MArED FROM
Sleasuwes OP HEICK'r OF Eves FROSt FLOOR

Dimesioas suited to specified percentage

stretching the neck. In estimating that of a drawer it was assumed that
the eye level might be dropped an inch.

The procedure followed in determining the maximum distance of the
base of a window from the floor is shown In figure 6. It was assumed that
satisfactory supervision of children at play would be possible f tise ground
were visible at a point 12 feet from the house.

6j.,ASs
DISTANC..E FROM LOO TO LC$JER LD GLIISS

A- 47 WHEN WOI S1'AtDjf'16 T LEVEL O

- 43 W-IEt( WQR).ER 16 STA.NDIIIG. LYE LEVEL 55
C - - - C - 36 WOi ATEO. EYE i-EViL IF

- 3 'O.tp .$EAVEO. £V LEVEL 2.

H

Figure a. Maximum height of base ol window permitting view of ground 12 feet from
house, for riorker strsding and for worker stir ing. rn suit 60 per cent of all cooper-
ators lht base of the lower pane of the window should be at east 47 inches front the
hoar for the worker standing and 36 inches for the wOrker seated (Points A arid C). To
suit 99 per cent, these dirnensicjn should be 43 inches arid 33 inches respectively
(Points B and I)).

Ttin

of cooperators

At leaf 60 At teast 80 Al least 99
per cent per cent per cent

incites inches inches
Maximum height of shelf visible foe

CfltrrC width 61 63 57

Maximum height of drawer 59 58 55

Maximum height of lower edge of window
pane (see text for complete dericniption)

Worker standing before a cabinet 24
inches wide 47 46 43

Worker seated at able. Eyes 24 itches
from wall 35 34 . 33
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Construction details assumed were;
Difference between floor and ground level, 18 inches.
Wall thickness, 6 inches.
Window set midway between inner and outer faces of wall.
Top of sill 2 inches below bottom of glass.
Outer sill sloped so as to present no interference to vision on line

through lower edge of g'ass.

In arriving at the eye level of the seatcd worker, 16 inches was added
to the sitting height. This is the height of a chair whose front edge is less
by one inch than the height-under-knee measure of the average cooperator.
This procedure does not take into account the slope of a chair toward the
back, which in a work chair would be slight.

The diagram shows that to suit 60 per cent of all cooperators the base
of the lower pane of glass should be not more than 47 inches from the floor
for the worker standing and 35 inches for the worker seated. To suit 99 per
cent these dimensions should be 43 inches and 33 inches respectively.

The minimum distance between a working surface on a level with the
sink rim and a cabinet above it was estimated for the average cooperator.
The procedure is illustrated by Figure 7. It was assumed that it is desir-
able for objects placed at the back of the working surface to be visible
when the worker is standing so that the plane of the eyes is on a level with
the front edge of the lower cabinet.

Data used in this calculation were;
Height of eyes 60 inches. This is about one inch less than the eye

level of the average cooperator, and allows for the posture of
the head while at work.

Height of work counter 37 inches, that of the rim of a sink 6
inches deep set 31 inches from the floor.

Width of upper cabinet 12 inches.
Width of lower cabinet 24 inches.

Figure 7 shows that when these measures are used, the minimum dis-
tance between the two cabinets is about 11.5 inches. When this is increased
to 12 inches, an object 4 inches in diameter (as a fruit jar) placed at the
back of the work table is within range of vision to the extent of 5 inches.

SEATING ARRANGEMENTS FOR USE WHILE
DOING HOUSEWORK

Types and standards
Washing dishes and preparing vegetables often require sufficiently

long periods of time to make it practical for the worker to seat herself at
the sink while doing them. Hence a stool that can be used at the sink is
a desirable article of kitchen equipment. Other seating arrangements
desirable for use while doing housework are a chair low enough to permit
one to hold a pan in one's lap, and a chair or staol to use while ironing.

Since the sink is fixed at standing height, obviously the sink stool must
be higher than the chair. Conceivably the ironing board might be adjust-
able at heighis permitting she use of either the sink stool or the low chair.
At best the position of the worker seated at the sink is not a comfortable
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Figure 7. Mtniuiurrt dtetnce beiweert upper arid lower cabinets. The eye level is that of
the average cooperator In this study, litmus 1-inch allowance for posture. The work.
cotinter level is that of the tipper riot of a sink 5 inches deeps set 32 itches from the
floor.

The diagrarti shows that an upper cabinet 12 inhes wide should be at least 12
nche above a 24.inrh work courtIer to insure view of objects at the back of it.
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one. Possibly the best compromise is to gauge the height of the stool so
that the worker's forearms are on a level with the sink rim. This will make
it possible to work without raising the shoulders. Since this height will
not permit the feet to rest on the floor, a footrest should be provided.

A Seat should be low enough to make sure that there will be no pres-
sure undes the knees from its front edge. The difference between maid-
mum seat height and the under-knee height of the user depends upon the
thickness of the thigh, but it should be at least an inch (1).

Body measures on which dimensions are based

The height-under-knee measure varied from 13 to 19 inches, with 70
per Cent of the 562 cooperators included in a range of 16 to 17.9 inches.
The average was 17.0 inches (Table 11).

11.0 inches arid less ihan 12.0 inches. Subsequent groups similarly deAried.

For the 562 couperalors the measure ior breadth of thighs at sitting
height averaged 1.7 inches. The measure varied from 11 to 22 inches, but
70 per cent were included irs a range of 14.0 to 16.9 inches (Table 12).

Table 12. Cooprasroes CLASSIFIED ss TG Mssuiss P05 Bnctivnrr OF THIC riD
MEASUDEi) irneN SITTING

B read
Number of

cooperalerA

inGhes 1

Per ccitt
02

12 inchps 7 1.2
13 inh 49 9.5
54 inches 137 24,4
15 inches 141 25.1

6 inches . 120 21.417 ihs 62 110
iS inches . 72 5.7

9 inches 8 .4
20 inches 2 0.4
21 inches 3 0.5
22 inches 1 0.2

Tcial [' S62 100.0

Table it. COOPERATORS CLA5SI FISD AS TO Mrssunc ron HEIGHT IJNYYSR Knrc

Height
Number of

cooperators

13.0- -13.4 inches
135-13.9' inchcs
14.0-14.4 nches

Per ccir
1 0.2

I "d
14.5-14.9 inches 6 I.E
13,0-15,4 indies 16 2.8
13.5-15.9 inches 49 8.7
16.O-16.4 inches 64 11.4
16.3-16.9 inches 109 19.4
I 7.C-I 7.4 indies 120 22.8
7.3-17.9 inches 94 6.7

19.0-18.4 inches 75 12.6
18.3-15.9 inches 15 2.7
lSi.U-19.4 irichs 5 0.9
195-19.9 inches 1 0.2

Total 562 100.0
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Application to Design

1-IEIGWT OF SEAT. The work chair of the average cooperator should be not
more thap 16 inches high at the point just back of the front edge where
it is highest. A chair of this height, however, would suit only 40 per cent
of the cooperators in this study (One to two inches less than the heiglit
underknee measure). To suit 80 per cent of them a choice of thfee heights
would be reqnirccl, 14 15, and 16 inches. The addition of a 17-inch chair
would accommodate an additional 15 per cent. An adjustable chair should
have a range of 14 to 17 inches.

WIDTH OF SEAT. To provide adequate support for the body it appears that
a chair should be not more than two inches narrower than the breadth-of-
thigh measure. Based on this standard a chair 14 inches wide would meet
the requirements of about half of the cooperators in this study. A choice
of a 14-inch or a 16-inch width would suit 80 per cent of them. If a choice
of three widths were possible- 13, 15, and 17 inchesthe requirements of
96 per cent of the cooperators would be met.

HEIGHT OF STOOL. The data in Table 15 indicate that in many cases the
cooperator would not be able to get her legs under a sink when the stool
is dimensioned so that the under part of her forearm is on a level with the
sink edge. This indicates the desirability of a kitchen stool that is readily
adjustable as to height. Sometimes the task done at the sink is of a
character that would cause the worker to adjust the height so that the posi-
tion of the hands was as favorable as possible. At other times it might be
set lower, giving more room for her knees. The adjustment should, of
course, change the height of the footrest correspondingly.

If the stool is not adjustable, a height that brings the under-forearm of
the worker on a level with the sink rim is perhaps as comfortable as any.*
Table 13 shows the distribution of 200 cooperators (100 from each of the
two states cooperating in this study) with respect to the height of a stool
estimated from this measure. The front of the sink (six inches deep) was
assumed to measure seven inches from the rim to the under side of the
bottom.

Thirty inches is the most useful single even-number height for a stool
to be used at a sink seven inches deep, judging from the data in Table 13.
This measure varies not more than an inch from the individual stool
heights of almost half of the 200 cooperators included in the distribution.
A stool made in two heights, 29 inches and 31 inches, would meet this
standard for almost three-fourths of them, while one made in three heights--
28, 30, and 32 incheswould take care of all but about one-tenth.

The distance from the Seat to the footrest is also given in Table 13.
The percentage distribution of cooperators follows very closely that given
in Table 11, when one inch is subtracted from the underkree measure.
For the 28-inch and 29-inch stools, this measure should be 15 inches; for
the 30-, 31-, arid 32-inch stools, 16 inches.

- hmay be reniarl<cd iii passing ihat ihe discomlort of itiing at the siak is olien need-
essly increased by the addition of an 'apron" or wide strip ef wood below th ron. The
space in front of the sink bowl should be open. There should also be leg and foot room
below tte sink.
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Table 13. HEIO}t-r OF KtTCI-tFN STOOL AND POSITrON or FOOTREST

Cooperators classiSed for height of stool for use at a kitchen sink nieasuring 7 inches from
rim to under side of bottom, and for distance from seat of stool to footrest.

Number of cooperators with a given measure from seat
of stool to footrest

24.0 inches and less than 25.0 inches. Subsequent groups similarly de6ned.

Sinks deeper or shallower than seven inches would require corres-
pondingly htgher or iower stools. To make it possible for 75 per cent of
the cooperators to obtain stools that bring the under-forearm level not
more than an tnch above or below the sink rim, there would need to be
available on the market stools of even-number heights from 27 to 32
inches. To meet this standard for 90 per cent, the choice of stool heights
would range from 26 to 33 inches. This range emphasi2es the desirability
of the adjustable type of stool.

PLANNING DESK AND TABLES FOR SEATED WORKER
Dimensions included

The kitchen planning desk should be dimensioned for the convenience
of the homemaker when seated comfortably. Other articles of equipment
that are sometimes dimensioned for the seated worker are the mIxing
table, sewing table (basting, pinning) and ironing board.

Body measures and application to design
HE1GHT or KITCHEN PLANNINS; ost. The optimum height of the planning

desk is that of the underforearm* when the worker is seated on a chair
one inch lower than her tinder-knee measure (1). This measure was
obtained for 200 cooperators by adding tlte under-forearm-to-seat measure
to that of a chair (under-knee height minus one inch) (Table 14). The
measure varied from 21.8 to 28.5 inches, with an average of 24.8 incIses.
A height of 25 inches would vary front the optimum of more titan half the
cooperators by not more than one inch.

Table 14 includes also a distribution of cooperators with respect to
the distance from the floor to the top of the thighs, allowing a two-inch
margin for the thickness of the table top. It is clear that for some cooper-

The Bennett standard was modiSed by substituting forearm for elbow, as in the adult
woman the forearm is sometimes fleshy (1).

Height of
stool

t2 13
lnche.t Inches

14 15 16 17
Jnclie,i Inches IncJie Incites

18
Inches Total

24 inches
25 inches 2
26 inches 1 . 2
22 inches 2 2
28 inches 6 9 8 24
29 inches 12 18 II 3 44
30 inches 1 16 23 8 48
31 inches 9 23 39
32 inches 1 3 10 18
33 inches 1 2 5 t
34 inches
35 inches 2
36 inches

Totals I 3 24 iSO 82 28 2 200
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abcs there is less than two inches difference between the top of the thighs
and the under-forcarm. This difference is shown In Table 15.

HE1c.Hr OF MIXING TABLE iRONING BOARD, AND SEWING TABLE. The height
of ttie mixing table and ironing board should not be less than that of the
top of the thighs of the seated worker, plus two inches for thickness of the
table and construction below it, This standard is the minimum possible
with ordin.ary wood construction, but it is still too high for the most com-
fortable arm movement.

This measure averaged 23.4 inches for 200 cooperators (Table 14). A
table 24 inches high would meet the requirements of two-thirds, and a table
26 inches high, 99 per cent of the cooperators.

Table 14. HEleNE OF \Vottxtc SURFACE FOR SrKrco \\'oRRra
Distribution ci 200 cooperators in respect to dittnce front floor to u,tdee-iorearm and to
distance from floor to top of thigh plus two inches. The latter measurerrient deterir,iries the
nilrttrnumn table height for a seated worlser.

Distance

Number of
Cooperators,

measuring Irons
floor to

under-forearm

Number of cooperStors,
measuring to cop of thighs

plus 2 inches

Adding Iwo inches to distance from top of thigh to floor allows for thickness of table top.
oth distances were dcternmiised for worker seated on a chair one inch less in height

tItan her under-knee measure.
20.0 inches and less than 21.0 inelis. Subsequent groups are similarly defined.

DiSTANCE FROM TABLE TOP TO BOTTOM OF APRON. ]deally the thickness of the
table top and the construction below it shou'd not be greater than the dis-
tance between the under-forearm and the top of the thighs: For the 562
cooperators io the study this measttre varied front minus .4 inch to more
than 7 inches, with an average of 3.3 inches. To suit at least three-fourths
of the cooperators the table construction should not measure more than
2.5 inches in thickness (Table 15).

MINIuUM WIDTH OF SPACE FOR THIcHS. The minimum space between table
legs is based on the measurement for breadth of thighs at sitting height
given in Table 12. A space 18 inches wide will afford adequate thigh room
br at least 60 per cent of the cooperators; a width of 19 inches for 80 per
cent; and 22 inches for 99 per cent of them, This allows 2 inches beyond
the breadth of the body itself.

MINIMUM W1[ITH OF KITCHEN PLANNING DESK. The mitsimum width for the
kitchen planning desk is the measure for breadth of body across elbows,
plus 4 inches (Table 16). The average was 23.1 inches. A table 24 inches
wide would meet the needs of two-thirds of the cooperators, and a 29-inch
table of 99 per cent of them.

Per ccitt Per ccitt
Ciicu si Cc

j'er Ccitt
'120 inches 6 3.0 3.0
21 inhm 1 0.5 16 8.0 I LO
22 inChcs 12 6.0 47 23.5 34.5
23 inches 42 21.0 63 3l.5 66.0
24 inches .............................................59 29.5 50 25.0 91.0
25 inches 53 26.5 16 8.0 99.0
26 inches 21 10.5 2 1.0 100.0
27 inches 11 5.5
28 inches I 0.5

Total 230 100,0 200 100.0



Table iS. ])tsrANcE FROM Toe or Tt-Itct1 TO FOREARM

Disiributiott of 562 cooperators in respect to distance between top of thigh and under part
of toreac,ii when svocker is seated.

Table 16. MtNTsn.rst \VtDTH or Kticitcs PLAtStSTNO Dtsx
Distribution of 562 cooperators in respect to minimum widtlt ot table required by a seated
worker. Measure obtained by adding 4 inches to that of breadth of body across elbows bettt
at right angles.

Number of cooperators.
measuring breadth of body

Breadth across elbows, pIus 4 inches

- 17.0 incItes and less than 18.0 inches. Subsequent groups similarly de6ned.

OTHER SPACE UNITS
Width of working surface

After each cooperator had selected her optimum height for rolling
out pastry, she was asked to stand with her body against the table, raise
her arms until they were parallel to the table top, and lower them until her
fingertips touched the surface.

The average of all cooperators for the distance from the edge of the
table to the fingertips was 14.0 tnches. Individual amounts varied from 7

Pee cent
Cuniisls live

Per cent
17 inches 1 0.2 0.2
18 inches 1 0.2 0.4
19 inches 8 1.4 1.8
20 inches 55 10.3 12.1
21 inches 100 17.8 29.9
22 inches 108 19.2 49.1
23 inches - III 19.7 68.8
24 inches 54 15.0 83.5
25 inches 56 10.0 93.8
26 incItes 20 3.6 97.4
27 inches 7 1.2 98.6
25 inches 5 0.9 99.5
29 incItes 2 0.3 99.8
30 inches 1 0.2 100.0

Total 562 100.0

Distance

Number of cooperators,
measuring from top of
thigh to under-forearm

Per ccitt
Cnnt ti/a I

per cent
-0.5 to -0.1 inches inclusive 1 0.2 100.0

0.0-0.4 iitclieo 3 0. 99.8
0.5-0.9 inches S 1.4 99.3
1.0-1.4 inches 16 2.9 97.9
t.S-l.9 inches 4t 7.3 95.0
2.0-2.4 inches 68 12.1 87.7
2.5-2.9 inches 71 12.6 75.6
3.0-3.4 inches 95 16.9 63.0
3.5-3.9 inches 84 iD.O 46.1
4.0-4.4 inches 64 11.4 31.1
4.5-4.9 inches 47 5.3 19.7
5.0-5.4 inches 32 5.7 11.4
5.5-5.9 inches 18 3.2 5.7
6.0-6.4 incItes 8 1.4 2.
6.5-6.9 inches 5 0.9 1.1
7.0-7.4 inches 1 0.2 0.2

Total I 562 100.0
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to 18 inches, but 76 per cent wet-e within a range of twelve to ñftecn inches
(Table 17).

Table 17. \VKDTK OF orietiG Surace
Distributin ol 541 cooperators in respect to depth of reach on surface of height selected as
optimum r rolling pastry.

7.0 mnchcs arid less tItan 5.0 inches, Subse9uent groups similarly defined.
This mcasure was omitted from the tests of 21 cooperators because t lack of lime.

Figure 8 illustrates the arc described by the Fingertips when the arm
is lowered the person standing erect. Shoulder height, arm length, and
distance from line of shoulder to edge of surface are the averages for 200
cooperators selected at random. Activity heights are the averages of those
chosen by all cooperators in the study (Table 1).

The diagram shows that when the depth of reach on the rolling surface
is approdmately 14 inches, that on the sink bottom is 12 inches and that
on a table of the height selected for beating is 10.5 inches.

Thc foregoing data are offered with the thought that fhey may be use-
ful in arriving at the optimum width required for a working surface in-
tended for specific uses. In making an application of this sort it is neces-
sary to take into account the tools used, whether forward motion is re-

quired (as is the case wtth rolling out pasl ry), the position of the arms anti
hands, and the dimensions of containers for supplies that it is desirable
to keep in front of the worker.

The measure for rtiinlmum width of. the loodpreparation table is 24
inches when to the average depth of reach at this height, 14 riches, there
are added 4 inches for forward motion and 6 inches for the diameter of Con-
tainers.

The estimated depth of reach at the sink level emphasizes the advan-
tage of a sink with a narrow front edge.

Te space

The table used in the tests for preferred working heights was open
underneath. The observer drew a chalk line on the floor L5 inches back
of a perpendicular dropped from the front edge, and noted whether or not
the cooperator stepped across the line any time during the test. If she did,
the marimum amount was marked, and the cooperator's foot measured

Depth

umber of cooperators,
measured for reach on

selected as optimum
rolling pastry

Pcr ce,si

surface
for

tic
per (i'fl

7 inches 1 0.2 0.2
8 inches 2 0.4 0.6
9 inches 3 0.5 1.1

10 inches 9 1.7 2.8
11 inches 29 5.3 8.1
12 inches 76 14.1 22.2
13 riches 98 18.1 40.3
14 inches 127 23.5 63.5
15 inches 111 20.5 84.3
16 inches 53 9,8 94.1
17 inches 20 3.7 97.8
18 inches 12 2.2 100.0

Total 541 100.0
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-
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for length to toe tip from the point where it crossed the linc, also for
thickness at this point.

About three of each fiv cooperators stepped across this line some
time during the test. The observers thought that this number would
probably be greater d the tasks were continued for longer periods because
one tends to obtain rest through change of position. It is likely also that
the women would have stepped over the line more often ifthey had been
doing routine kitchen work, going frequently from one task to another,
than they did in the laboratory where their performance was thoughtful
and deliberate.

Of the 130 Oregon women from whom information was received on
this point, slightly more than half reported that the cabinets in their home

Zhoujder Hegh±

\ Arm Lcmqfh
L-r. 5'

'S

Digtaaice from line
of houhter to

of eurf4ce. \

-4-4.8-i.

l)epth oi 'Reach
M. olin}ieiht 14
Ort Sink Bottom 12.'
At eatin Heiiht 105'

Floor

Figore 8. Relattori of depth of reach to height ci surtace. Dody measures are the average
for 200 selected cooperatora. Activity heights are those ice all cooperators (Table 14).

The diagram thpw that the approximate depth (front to back) of the aurlace used
by the average worker is L0.S inches at the preferred height icr beating, 12 rsches at
the dishwashng height, and 14 inches at the height desirable br a pastry board.
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kitchens were provided with toe-room. The use of toe-room in the labora-
tory showed no relationship to the presence of toeroom in the home
kitchen.

Table 10. ?'I1NtMUM Drstrtsiotss or Toe Space
Dierribution ci 192 Oregon cooperators fihose requiring some toe-room during test) in
respect to length and thickness ol foot measured Irom matte on hoe with front edge of
cabinet.

Number cooperators measured (or
tluckness o foot

The extent to which the feet of cooperators were extended over the
line marked the base, and the thickness of the loot at this point, are shown
in Table 18. The foot was often extended over the line as much as 3 indies
but seldom more than 3.5 inches. Nine of the twe've individuals with toe-
room lengths greater than 3.5 incItes are taller than the average of all
cooperators. Feet were, seldom more than 2.5 inches thick at the point
where they crossed the mark.

A work cabinet with a solid base should by all means be provided with
toe-room not only for rh comfort of the worker but also in the interests
of shoe economy and the appearance of the base of the cabtnet. For the
house built to sell or rent an inset should measure at least 4 inches front to
back and 3 inches vertically. Where a kitchen is being designed for a tall
woman the width may need to be increased to 4.5 or 5 inches. If for a
wornait with an unusually thick foot, the vertical dimension of the inset
may need to be increased to 3.5 incites. These dimensions do not allow for
the thickness of a quarte.r round or other moulding used where floor and
cabinet meet. If the upper edge of the inset is rounded or slanting, the
vertical measure of the inset may be 2.5 inches rather than 3 inches.

An inset only 2.5 or 3 inches high would, of course, be hard to keep
clean. It would be desirable to increase this measure unless vertical space
is at a premium. A further aid is a concave moulding used at the back of
the inset.

Passages
Minimum space to pass between built-ins or pieces of furniture of less

than elbow height may be estimated from the measure for breadth ofbody
at hips. Space between higher articles may be. estimated from the measure
across the elbows. Another dimension based on the same measures is that
of the minimum distance from the left end of the sink bowl to the place

Length of foot
beyond mark

0.6
to
1.0

incites

1.1
to
1.5

inches

1.6 2.1 2.6
to to to
2.0 2.5 LU

inches inches
i

inches

3.1
to
3.5

inches
Total

0.1-0.s
0.6-1.0
1.1 1.3
1.6-2.0
2.1-2.5
2.6-3.O
3.L-3.3
3,6.-4.0
4.l-4.3 .

4.6-5.0
5.1-3.5

....

....

..

.

....

....

....

1

2
12
20
10

9
4

...

....

7
I 11

24
52

6
I

....

1

1

4
6
4

1

2
16
26
32
39
62
10

Total 1 67 101 19 2 92



where the built-in makes a right-angle turn, to allow space for two workers
at the sink.

Where two inches 'clearance" were added to body measures, the
average below-elbow measure was found to be 16.4 inches. A 17-inch space
meets the requirement for two-thirds of the cooperators; a 21-inch space
for 99 per cent. The average for space between higher cabinets is 21i
inches. A 22-inch space suffices for two-thirds of the cooperators; a 26-inch
space for 99 per cent of them.

REFERENCE LIST OF STANDARDS
The following dimensions of various space units and equipment have

been assembled from previous pages. They are based upon analyses of the
preferences and physical requirements of cooperators in this study.

A. DIMENStOSIS SIJITEO It, REQuIREMErSIS or AVERACS HOMEMAKER.

Preferred heights of working surfaces, worker standing
Itsclst,g

Floor of sink 32
Mixing table 32
Pullout pastry board
Bottom of sink 5 inches or store deep when sink draitiboard is used a s

niixing table 31
Ironing board 328
Cutting table 358

Preferred heights of equipment used by workers seated (2 inches allowed
ior thickness oi table top and clearance above thigbs)
Kitchen planning 4esk 2
Mixing table 24
Ironing board 24
Sewing table 24

k{axtmum distance irons top of table ((or seated worker) to lower edge of
constructiOn bolosv table top

Minimum width side to side) of open space below table for worker seated 15
Minimum width (side to side) of fop of table for worker seateti 24
Minimum toe space

Width (front to back) 4
Height 3

Maximum height ol shelf for articles in freeuerit use
No obstruction
Shelves for books and light-weight articles 79
Shelves for plates, halo, bedding
Obstruction 12 inches wide (as in reaching over work counter)

Shelves for books, etc 76
Shelves tam plates, etc. 71

Maximum height of shelf visible throughout Cntire width 61
Maximum height of drawer SQ
Maximum height of knobs, latches, switches and controls, locks, hooks

No obstruction 79
12inchobstruction .................................................._ 76
24-inch obstruttton (as in reaching over sink to window latch) 59

Maximxurmi height of pole in clothes closet St
Maximum height of base of window permitting view of yard 12 fect froimi

hcm se
Worker standing - 47
Worker seated 35

Minimum passage -

Between equipment of lest than elbow height 17
Between cabinets above elbow height 2t

Mx,niurn height of seat of work chair 16
Minimum width of seat of chair or stool 14
Height of seat of stool for use at sink

Sink S inChes deep 31
Sink 7 iitches deep 39
Sink 6 inches deep 29
Sink 5 inches deep 28

B. DRstanBr..e Vtsm-mits its DiMeNsioNs OF ARTIcLEs AVAmLASLE Ott THE M,axer. OR
iN PosSiaLe HEIGHT AoJusTMmfl-s.

Height of floor of pedestal-type sink
If two vartattont ................................_... II, 34
Jf three vartations

. 30, 32, 34
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Hei0ht of food-prearatiort cabinet
If two varjano,ts 30, 33
II three vatiStlons 30, 32, 34

Heigtt of irotttng board, worker standing
11 two variations 31, 33
If three variations 30, 32, 34

Height of tronittg board, worker seated
If two variattons 22, 24
If three variations 21, 23, 25

He,,t of sewing table, worker seated
If two vartattons 22, 24
If three variations 21, 23,25

Height of seat of work chair
tf three va, lattons 14, 15, 16
If four variations 14, 15, 16, 17

Wtdth of seat of chair or stool
If two varutions 14, 16
If three vartations 13, 15, 17

Hett of stool and footrest for use at sink
.Uestrable range in heights 26 to 31
Distance of footrest front seat

26-melt and 27-inch stools 15
28-inch and 29-inch stools 15 and 16
30-inch, 31-inch, and 32-inch stools 16

SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR FUTURE STUDY
Space units of the dwelling or articles of equipment used mainly by

homemaker, other than those included in this study. These include:
kitchen stove, laundry trays, washing macjune, sewing machine, ironer,
baby table, baby crib, dressing table, rest chair.

Equipment and space Units of the dwelling for which the requirements
of men determine optimum, minimum, or maximum dimensions.

Equtpment and.space units of the dwelling for which the requirements
of chtldren determtne optimum, minimum, or maximum dimensions.

Dimensions of equipment and space units of the dwelling for which the
requirements of men and women, or adults and children, must be con-
sidered. Examples:dining table, stairs, position of stair-rails, bathroom
mirror, bath tub.
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C. B. Owens, Ph.D ............................................Plant Pathologist itt Charge
S. M. Zeller, Ph.D Plant Pathologist
F. P. McWhorter, Ph.D Plant Pathologist
8. F. Dana, M.S Plant Pathologitt (Din. Fruits and Vegetalihc Crops Diteases)
F. D. Bailey, M S-------------Associate Plant Pathologist (Insecticide Cr.ritrnl Division)
P. W. Miller, Ph.D.........Aaarsc. Pathologist (Div. Fruits and Veg. Crops and Dis.)
0. II. Hoerner, M.S Agent (Hop Disease lnvcstigations)
A. R. Sprague, Jr., Ph.D Assiatant Pathologist (Ccral Diseases)
H. FT. Millsap............Agent (Division of Fruits and Vegetable Crops and Diseascs)

Ptiblt'cati'ans and N 5'
C. D. Byrne, M.S Director of Itiforniation
K. T. Reed, B.S., All Editor of Publications
D. M. Goode, )3.A Editor of Publications
I. C. Burtner, B.o Assoctate in News Service

Branch Stations

D. E. Stephens, B.S Supt., Sherman Br. Expi. Sta., Mom; Sr. Agrononuist -
L. Childs, A.B Superintendent, Hood River Br. Evj't. Station, Hood River

C. Rmmer, M.S.............Superiniendent, Southern Oregon Br, Expi. Station, Talent
D. K. Rtchards B.S Supt. Eastern Oregoti Livestock Br. Expt. SLL, Union
H. K. Dean, fl.S.._.................Superintendent. Umatilla Br. Escrn. Station. Hcrmiton
0. Shattuck, MS Superintendnr, Harney Va!ky Br. Eapt. Station, Burns
1-I. B. Howcll, )3.S Superintendent, John Jacob Astor Br. Expt. Sm.. Astoria
R G. Johnson, B.S Acting Supt., Siivasv Butte Range Experiment Station

A. Mttchell, B.S Asst. Supt. Pendleton Br. Expt. Sta. Pendleton; Asst. Agrori.
G. G. Brown, A.B.. B.S Horticulturist, Hood River Dr. Expt. Station, Hood Rtver
Arch Work, E.S Associate Irrigation Engineer. Me.dfurtl
W. W. Aldrich, Ph.D-----Assistant Horticulturist, Bureau of Plant Industry, MedInril
1.. G. Gentner M.S Associate Entomologist, So. Or. Br. Expt. Sta., Talent

F. Marttn sl.S Junior Agronomist, Div. Cereal Crops and Diseases, Pewdlrion
M. V. Oveson, M.S---------Assistant to Supt.. Sherman Dr. Lxprttient Station. Moro -
R. B. Webb. M.S.............Jr. Agronomist. Shrrtiati Branch Experiment Station, Moro
B. E. Hutrliinson, B.S Asst. to Siipt., Harney Branch Expt. Station, llitrns


